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3 Reasons for Loops
in Public Venues

Reverberation/Echo
Ambient Noise
Distance

Example – Place of Worship



Reverberation/Echo

Reverberation and echoes mix with the
direct sound and reduce speech

intelligibility



Talking

CoughingBaby crying

Creaking benches, 
Walking noise.

Ambient Noise

It is more difficult to filter noise with
hearing loss



Distance 

The transmission of sound from
multiple loudspeakers arrives

at different times decreases with 
greater distance



The goal of a public address system or Hearing 
Assistive Technology (HAT) is to improve the 

ability of anyone to hear from a distance

Loops like other hearing assistive technology (HAT) overcome

1. Reverberation/Echo
2. Ambient Noise
3. Distance FM 

system



WHY HEARING LOOPS

1. Universal 
- Works with t-coil equipped hearing aids
- Works with devices for those without 

hearing aids
2. More affordable
3. Demands little/no battery power
4. Inconspicuous and user-friendly
5. More cost effective for the venue



“Turns a hearing 
instrument into

a wireless 
loudspeaker that
broadcasts sound 

customized
for your own 

ears”

Dr. David Myers – Hearing 
Review Feb, 2010

The Hearing Loop System
Sound source

Loop aerial
Hearing loop driver



The magnetic field from the induction loop 
causes a small current to flow in the T-coil 

which is amplified and sent to the hearing aid’s 
internal speaker. By making this magnetic field 
follow the program audio – the information is 
sent directly into the hearing aid, No echo, No 

extraneous noises and a substantial increase in 
comprehension. Especially when the 

microphones are off.

How a hearing loop works



T-coil is located in the 
hearing aid

The T-coil is activated by a 
switch, button or remote 
control.  

No external box required

Hearing loops and the T-Coil 



Hearing loop systems 
create a magnetic field 
that transmits an audio 

signal directly to the t-coil 
in the hearing aid.

The Telecoil orThe Telecoil or
Telephone Coil Telephone Coil 

(t(t--coil)coil)



Types of Assistive Listening SystemsTypes of Assistive Listening Systems

InfraredInfrared: : Needs direct line of sight to work and extra Needs direct line of sight to work and extra 
device for reception required. Batteries need to be charged.  device for reception required. Batteries need to be charged.  
Confined to specific listening area.  Usually not hearing aid Confined to specific listening area.  Usually not hearing aid 
compatible unless neckloop providedcompatible unless neckloop provided



FM (Frequency Modulation) / RF SystemsFM (Frequency Modulation) / RF Systems: : 
Requires extra device for reception.  Batteries need to be Requires extra device for reception.  Batteries need to be 

charged.  Confined to specific listening area.  Usually not charged.  Confined to specific listening area.  Usually not 
hearing aid compatible unless neckloop if provided. hearing aid compatible unless neckloop if provided. 

Types of Assistive Listening SystemsTypes of Assistive Listening Systems



Induction LoopInduction Loop Systems Systems ––

Hearing aids with fitted tHearing aids with fitted t--coils require ncoils require no additional o additional 
equipment. equipment. Portable receivers still available for those Portable receivers still available for those 
who do not have hearing aids yet. who do not have hearing aids yet. 

Universal Symbol



Their is a portable loop receiver
available for those without t-coil

Comes with headphones
Needs to be held vertically
Has volume control
Uses standard headphones
Includes neck strap



Unique benefits of loop systems:

• Hearing aid compatible:  Do not require putting another device on/off

• Deliver personalized in-the-ear sound . . . customized by one’s own 
hearing aids to address one’s own hearing loss

• No pick up/return of portable receiving units and headsets

• Require fewer portable receiving units (and batteries)

• Operate on a universal frequency (FM systems operate on differing 
frequencies, requiring receivers for each venue)

• Inconspicuous and easy

• No hygienic concerns regarding ear buds



A recent HLAA study revealed that over 84% 
of their members surveyed had T-coil.



Facts about tFacts about t--coilscoils

Cochlear implants today are all equipped w/tCochlear implants today are all equipped w/t--coils.coils.

TT--Coil users require no assistance to use a hearing Coil users require no assistance to use a hearing 
loop system.loop system.

66% of all hearing aids are equipped w/t66% of all hearing aids are equipped w/t--coils, coils, 
however some are not activated however some are not activated 



Just like a “Wi-Fi” network 
delivers wireless Internet access 

to a computer user, a loop 
system delivers the sound from 
a sound system, via hearing aid 
t-coil, directly into the listeners 

ears.



Loop SIGN Loop SIGN 



Bank/Ticket counter and Drive-thru 
hearing loop systems



Point of Sale, Tickets and Information



Now you can hear boarding 
information



Large Venues & Transient Facilities



Questions?

Thank you

Tim Steele, Ph.D. CCC-A, FAAA
Associated Audiologists, Inc.
913 498-2827
tim@hearingyourbest.com





Good installations examples

Loop system is totally invisible



Microphones are turned off – therefore -
Customer’s comprehension goes from 0-20% all the 
way up to 85-95%.

No external equipment is needed – just a sign that 
informs them of the loop.

No special training required.
No maintenance costs for belt packs, batteries and 

headphones.

Hearing Loops offer a cost-effective per user.

Patrons love it, will return and often become 
benefactors

Why a hearing loop in your venue



Hearing DataHearing Data

1 out 10 Americans  (36,000,000) have some hearing loss.1 out 10 Americans  (36,000,000) have some hearing loss.

1/3 of those over age 65 have hearing loss.1/3 of those over age 65 have hearing loss.

65% of those with hearing loss are below retirement age.65% of those with hearing loss are below retirement age.

3 in 1000 children are born with some form of hearing loss.3 in 1000 children are born with some form of hearing loss.

95% of hearing aid owners say their #1 need is to improve 95% of hearing aid owners say their #1 need is to improve 
intelligibility in high noise and large venue areas.intelligibility in high noise and large venue areas.

One out of six, or 29 Million adults, have some trouble One out of six, or 29 Million adults, have some trouble 
discerning speech.discerning speech.

Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore estimated that 55 Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore estimated that 55 
million Americans have hearing loss in one or both ears and million Americans have hearing loss in one or both ears and 
that number is expected double in the next 10 that number is expected double in the next 10 –– 20 years.20 years.



Reuters also reports, Reuters also reports, ““according to researchers, there is concern according to researchers, there is concern 
that we may be facing an epidemic of hearing impairment.that we may be facing an epidemic of hearing impairment.””

Men are twice as likely as women to have hearing loss ? YES the Men are twice as likely as women to have hearing loss ? YES the 
women are right on this women are right on this –– sorry guys.sorry guys.

For every individual requiring handicap/wheelchair access For every individual requiring handicap/wheelchair access 
there are 10 who need access to hearing assistance and rarely there are 10 who need access to hearing assistance and rarely 
find it available.find it available.

According to Reuters: According to Reuters: ““ The prevalence of hearing loss in the The prevalence of hearing loss in the 
U.S. is predicted to rise significantly based on an aging U.S. is predicted to rise significantly based on an aging 
population, the growing use of inpopulation, the growing use of in--ear devices (personal stereo) ear devices (personal stereo) 
and increased work place noise.and increased work place noise.””


